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rolling velocity is (vl+vZ)J2.
With thiste ring method. the typical

loading and sliding conditions of plastic
gears can be simulated (Ref. 15). Gears
were tested using a back-to-hack lest
configuration (Refs. 7-8, 13-14 and 116).
The material used were PA66 (RWOO)
and short-glass-fiber reinforced PA66
(RFL4036) (Ref. ]7), The proportion of
glass fiber added was 30% by weight 0

ensure proper contact along the face
width of the disc ,. all of the specimens
were prepared by machining 20. 11mfrom
the molded surface and then polishing to
a surface roughnes of around 5 11m.
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Intreducelon
Plasacsas gear materials represent an

interesting development for gearing be-
cause they offer high trength-to-weight
ratios, ease of manufacture and excellent
tribological properties (Refs. 1-7). In par-
ticular, there isa sound prospect that plas-
tic gears can be applied for power tran -
mis ion of up to I.O.kW (Ref 6).

Typical pIa tic , such polyamide 66,.
more commonly known as nylon 66.
have long been known as uitable mate-
rials for gearing, Wt was reponed that
polyamide gear experienced fatigue
failure before significant wear was
ob erved (Refs. 6-7), but crack initiation
and propagation mechanisms were
unclear. The failure mechani m of
poJya.mide 66 (PA66) gears when run in
like pairs are still not clear (Ref . 6-15)
and, as ,11 result •.PA66 users have to sub-
stantiajly underrate their designs for
gears.

In a previous study (Ref. 15), a
rolling-sliding te t rig for other types of
plastic gears has proved capable of
measuring both friction and wear contin-
uously during tests. This has enabled
considerable detail to be obtained aboutI~----------------------------------------------------~

the wearprocesse in polymer gears. The
tests are thus a versatile way of studying
wear mechanisms in 'Order to contribute
to accurate life predictionfor gears.

This pre ent work was thusinitiated
to study wear and friction mechanisms of
PA66 and it composites. It was hoped
that this investigation would enable the
failure mechanism. of PA66 gears 10 be
interpreted.

ExperimentaJ Appaxstusand
Procedure

The twin-disc wear testing machine
u ed in our previous work (Ref. 15) was
again employed in this investigation.
With (his machine, measurements of
both the frictional force and wear
between two discs ill contact can be
made continuously so that both the wear
process and frictionbehavior during tests
can be monitored. Experiments were car-
ried out either at different slip ratio
under a given normal load or al different
loads with a fixed slip ratio.

Slip ratio is defined here as the ratio
between sliding and rolling velocities. If
the tangential velocities on 'both contact
surfaces are VI and v2 respectively. then
the sliding velocity is (vI-va) and the
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Figura, Z-Varialion of wear rate wilh normal load for 'PAG6 and PA66, composite runningst 1,000' f!pm.

Both the discs were 30 mm in diameter

and ]0 mm in face width.
Before testing, the samples were

cleaned with methanol. They were then

run at the test conditions for an extended
period to remove the machining asperi-
ties and any subsurface layer affected by
the manufacturing process ..After running

them. they were dried at 700C for 15
hours to remove any absorbed water that

might affect the measurement of wear
and then weighed, Finally, they were left
under atmospheric conditions for about

two weeks to allow the water content to
return to equilibrium conditions.

After this preliminary treatment, the

specimens were remounted in the test rig

in an identical position to that under
which they had been run-in. Tests were
run for running peed of 1,000 rpm and
ata range of loads and slip ratios. The

slip ratios used were between 0 and 0'.28.
Tests were performed under dry, unlubri-
cated conditions at ambient temperature
{22± i)°C until failure or for up, to 10'
contact cycles.

At the end of the tests, the discs were
again dried at the same temperature and
for the same rime period as they were
before they were tested. Then, the discs

were weighed to measure the weight loss
of each disc. With this drying procedure,
the measurement of wear by weighing is
accurate to about ±W-5g. Finally, the

worn. surfaces were observed in detail by
using a mOL JSM6300 scanning elec-
tron microscope.

Figure 3--TypIcal PA6Ii, worn sur1ace 'Funning at
D.OOislip ratio, 3Z MPa and 1!.OOO r:pm; di rectlon of
fricti on for,ce from bOIlOmllO top"

Figure 4--Transverse cross section through tho'
disc paraUel to di'redionof friction foree runningl
,at 0.14 slip ratio,. 32 iMPa: and 1,0110rpm; direction:
,of friction fnrce from Ileft to right.

IAgure 5-Geomotry andl dimension of tvipical
debris to be produced on the PA6Ii worn sulface
running at 8,Iransition slip ratio 0"0'.11. 32 MP,!!
and 111100rpm; direction of friction for'cefrom 'lop,
to bottom.

i Experiment.al Results
! Wearrate. Wear rate is defined here as

1,.1", the average depth of material removed
from each disc per rolling cycle (Refs .. 15

. and 18-19) and was calculated by meas-

1".,1 uring the weight loss of the specimens.
Figure I shows how the wear rate of

i unreinforced PJ\66 varies with IIp ratio
:1 !'.,' for a fixed normal force of 200 N and a
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constant running speed of I ,0'00 rpm. It
can be seen that slip ratio has a ignifi-
cant effect on wear rate, The wear rate

rises slightly with an increase of slip ratio
when the slip ratio is less than 0.09, at

which point di colored material appears

011 the contact surfaces during the tests.
The wear rate starts to increase sharply
from 2.0 x 10-6 urn/cycle to 7.0 X 10-5

urn/cycle as the slip ratio increases from
.0.0'6 to 0'.09 and the wear rate reaches its
highest value of 104 j.l.mlcycIe at a slip

ratio of 0.11.
The unique characteristic property of

this material is that a furthermcrease ill
slip ratio from 0.11 resultsin a dramatic
deerea e in wear rate. When the slip ratio
increases to 0.14, the wear rate decreases
rapidly from 1.0-4J.l.mlcycle to 8.0' x 10-6

Ilmlcyc1e and discolored material returns
to the contact surfaces. The difference

between the two wear rates is more than
tenfold while that between the two slip
ratios is approximately 27%. After this

considerable decrease, the wear rate
increases slowly to 1.0 x 1()-5 J.l.mlcycle

as slip ratio increases to 0.21. ]t is sug-
gested that the slip ratio of 0_11 is a crit-
ical one corresponding with maximum
wear rate,

Figure 2 shows the effect of normal
load on the wear rase at 11 given slip ratio
and running speed (at 1,000 rpm with a
slip ratio of 0.(4). It. can be seen that. the
wear rate varies in the range from 2_0 x
1O.{) j:1mJcycle to 4.0 x lO.{) ,..unfcycle.
When the load is between 300 N and 500
N, the wear rate statts to increase signifi-
cantly from 2.0 x 10-6 urn/cycle to 3.0 x

10-5 J.l.mlcyc1e.
The effect ,oj short-glass fibers.

Reinforcement with short-glass fibers
has significant effects on wear and. fric-
tion. As shown in Figure 1, both wear
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and friction are dominated byt.he ability
or inability of a thin layer of self-lubri-
cating film to be formed continuously
and to be retained on the surfaces in con-
tact (Ref. 18). Similar to the case for
PA66 at low slip ratio , when t.he film.
wa found on the contact urface, wear
debris could hardly be Db ervedand fric-
ucncoefficient was less than '0.1. Unlike
PA66. once the film was disrupted, the
friction coefficient of short-glass-fiber
reinforced PA66 varied between '0.25
and '0.3 while that of unreinforced PA66
was in the range of '0.42 to '0.72.

Figure 2 shows the effect of normal
load 011 the wear rate of 3'0% short-glass-
fiber reinforced P1I.66 compo ite at a
fixed slip ratio of 1104 and a. constant
running peed of l,(JO'Orpm. Here. the
wear rateincreases uniformly ana loga-
rithm:ic scale from I. '0.1um/cycle to ].35
x :l,ijc5 urn/cycle a the normal load
increase from 10'0N to 500 N.

Figure 1 shows the wear rate of 3'0%
shen-glas -fiber reinforced PA66 com-
po ites as a function of slip ratio for .91

fixed normal. force of 300 N and con-
stant funning speed of 1,000 rpm. The
self-lubricating film on the contact sur-
faces exists during all of Figure .1 's
wear-rate measurements. It can be seen
that the wear rate increases nearly loga-
rithmically from 10-6 urn/cycle to 1O.S

jlm/cycle as the slip ratio increases from
0.04 to 0.21. The wear rate is of the
same order of magnitude as that of
unreinforced PA66, apart from the
unique peak in the wear rate.

Discussion.
The wear mechani rns of di cs can

be used to explain wear behavior of gear
teeth. Figure 3 shows the early stage of a
general surface damage on 3. disc after
running for 5.8 x 1()6cycles when the
slip ratio was 0.06 and less than its criti-
cal value of 0.].1. It can be seen that the
length of these cracks varies from a cou-
ple of micron 10 len of microns. These
cracks eventually propagated across the
whole width of ihe disc and were per-
pendicular to the direction of the friction
force that moves from !.hebottom to the
top.

FigUICe4 show a section through t.he
disc parallel to the direction of the fric-
tion force when the slip ratio was 0.]4,
which is greater than its critical value of
O..11.It can be seen that the typical width
between two fully developed cracks is
200-400 um and that the distance
between two sub-cracks is less than lOO
/lm. This can be comparee! with this
material's typical Hertzian contact width

of 400-980 urn (Ref. 19). It can. be seen
that, as shown in Figure 4. the main.
cracks initiated in the radial direction,
perpendicular to the friction force. Theil,
they propagated ill a direction at an angle
to tile friction force instead of perpendic-
ular to the friction force. The depth to
which the main cracks propagated varied
from 150!lm to 450 urn.

Between these main cracks, there
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were some sub-cracks. The main cracks
propagated up to 450 11m, and tile small
cracks propagated to about a quarter of
the depth of the main cracks. These sub-
cracks eventually joined the main cracks.
As shown in Figure 4, a sub-crack initiat-
ed from the contact surface and propa-
gated in an arc towards the adjacent main
crack. Since the sub-crack is wider at !:he
contact surface than beneath it, it is sug-

gested that the small crack was initiated
from the contact surface rather than from
beneath it (Ref. ]9). Some cracks propa-
gated to join their neighbor, and as a
result, the material between the two
cracks was fractured, severe spalling
occurred and debris was fanned. It was
noted that the crack propagated and frac-
tured gradually rather than suddenly ..
This compares well with the wear
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observed on a PA66 gear tooth surface,
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 5 shows a general view when
the slip ratio reached irs critical value,
that is 0.11. Tile worn surface shows
unique characteristics but is not discol-
ored. A large quantity of roll-like debris
is attached to the surface and tends to
accumulate on the surface. It can be seen
that roll-like debris consists of the mid-
dle part of {he mil and two tails on both
sides. The length of roll-like debris
varies from tens of microns to a couple
of hundred microns. The diameter of the
middle part is about LO-1O.0 11m. A tail
has a very small diameter (about 0.1 11m)
and is very long (about 100 11m). Most
tails were broken and separated from
their body during the friction process.

It was observed that before roll-like
debris on the worn surface was fanned
the surface suffered a very deep shear
deformation and. surface material moved
in the direction of friction .. This de-
formed material was gradually rolled in
the direction of friction. Asa result, the
body of a piece of roll-like debris was
formed, as shown in Figure 5. It was
noted that there was, overall, a great deal
of debris collected during the test and
that it appeared very thin and lang. Since
the slip ratio along gear tooth profile in
contact varies and covers the lip ratio
range of 0-0.28, it is suggested that fail-
ure mechanisms of PA66 gears are severe
wear due to a critical slip ratio and tooth
fracture due to macrotraasverse cracks
on the contact surface.

The reinforcement of PA66 with
short-glass fiber also has an effect on
transverse cracks. which occur when
PA66 is in non-contormal tolling-sliding
contact. Although the wear mechanisms
are very complicated, as shown in
Figures 6-7, no transverse cracks on the
worn surfaces were observed under a
variety of test conditions.

Because of the film on the surface, as
shown ill Figure 7, the friction coeffi-
cient can be below 0.1.. and as a result,
the shear tress at the interface between
the filius should be low. This low shear
stress may play an important role in the
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self-lubricating property of the compos-

ite. Also, becau e of the low friction
coefficiem, the maximum "heal' tres i
not at the contact surface but 011 the ub-

urface, and there i little chance for a
tran verse crack to initiate on the contact
urface ,(Ref. 18).

Figure 6 how a surface in the
evere weal' stage obtained from a di c

run at 1.•000 rpm, with a 300-N load and
a 0.28 slip ratio. It can be seen thai the
fibers on the urface were highly aligned

and approximately parallel 10 the friction
force. Figure ,6 also indicates that both

long and bon broken fibers can move on
the surface, causing alignment from an
:initially random di tribution, It i
ob erved that the aligned broken fibers
do not remain on the urface indefinitely
btl! are expelled oul as debri . It ,appeaTh

that. in the rapid wear ct~ge. wear is due
to the removal of unworn. but fragment-

ed fibers rather fhan 10 their gradual
abrasion. Thi also compare well with
the wear observed at the composite gear

tooth surface. as shown in Figure 9.
These test results clearly explain why

PA66 gear teeth fracture near the pitch
linearea with little debris. where the stid-
ing ratio between gear teeth. in mesh i
very small IRet: . 6-8 and 13). Fromlhe
above 'tudy of non-conformal, unlubri~
cated rosling-sliding contact, one of the
dominating factors in surface failure at
low and high hp ratios :ilnulsverse
crack propagation 0[1 the urface in con-

tact, Also, there was not much debris
before cracks fully developed and
spalled, Since the slip ratio on the gear
teeth in contact varies and is around
0-0..21. near the pitch line (Refs. 6--8 and

13). the behavior of crack: propagation 011

n gear tooth urfaee hould be imilar to
thai on di c surfaces, In other word ,

the e cracks 0.11 a gear tooth propagate
not only across the gear face width bUI.

also into the subsurface of llIe gear looth.
After a certain number of cycle , the

'crack win propagate down to a depth of
05 mm near the dedendum of a gear
tooth-in the region near initial conta I

on a driving gear tooth-where a high
. lip ratio i expected and near the pitch

line area on the gear tooth where a [ow

lip ratio occurs. For a gear of module 2
mUI. a reduction of 05 mm of the tooth
thiekne near the dedendum i consider-
ably signifiearu. Sire eoncerurauons at

the tip of cracks are severe, Therefore,

the bending stress on the dedendum of
the tooth could be much higher than the
tooth was designed for. Near the pitch
line area on a gear tooth, corresponding
to lower slip ratio • bending tresse are
high since this is the position where only
a pair of gear teeth are in contact, Crack
propagation al. lower slip ratios will also

cause severe sires concentrations at the
tip, of cracks if the '[ooth is, subjected 10 a

rea onably higher bending moment.
Under high bending stresses, it is sug-

ge ted that the severe tress concentra-

tion re ults in the tooth fracture near the
pitch line area 01'1 the gear tooth.
Therefore. it i uggested thattooth frac-
ture in PA66 gears is due to initiatien and!
propagation of transverse cracks rather

than 'creep as shown in Figure 8.
Conclusions

The failure mechanisms of polymer-
ic (PA66 and PAM composite) gear
have been investigated by testing plastic
against plastic in counter-conformal.
uolubricated, rolhng-sliding contact over
a wide range of slip ratios. loads and
running speeds. Comparisons between
tests on discsat varying slip ratiosand
the result of gear te IS under compara-
ble conditions have been very favorable.

The wear and friction behavior of
PA66 was dominated mainly by three
maj r feature : a critical slip, ratio. under
a fixed load and running speed, mnero-
transverse cracks and a layer of :lilm on

tile contact surface. These results corre-
sponded clo elyto the failure phenome-
na of PA66 gears ..It is uggested thai. the

transverse cracks caused the plastic gear
teeth to fracture, even near the pitch line.
The rnacrotraasverse cracks in Ilte gear
teeth on the contact surfaces are OJ seriou ,
di advantage of PA66 gears.

To remedy thi , the effect of rein-
fereem ms of': .hort-glas .fiber on th wear
and friction behavior has been . t:udied.
Doth the wear and friction propertie of

IF,igure 6-.AlIgned bro'ken fibers on 'Ih- compos-
ite surface ,aher disruption 01 thel surface' laJar
10.2B slip Iratio, Ii3 MP,a and 1.0001rpm~ direction
01' "rleli on 'or,ce from ibottom to top ..

Figure l-Transvers8 C~Dss. sectiDn of typical
sulface Wm 0111tb= contact sllJ'face of I.bol'l·
gJlIss.fiber reinforced 'PA66,running et 1)000 rpm,
0'.04 slip ralio ,and ,113Mfa; direction at friction
fOrCII' from leltlo right.

IF,igure B-TYP[cllsurflca, topogrlphy II~ 11 PA66
'illar running ,at 11,500 rpm ,andl maximum contact
stress ,of:19 IMP I ahe r 2.25 x UJIi cyc'les.

lliillllfl' ~TVJlicll luncI future 011 !be ,co:rIblCl
IlLrfUI of sbol1·II'lasl·fib~r I"lIinfor.eed ~A66driv·
ling 'gear running t UiOO rpm! and 166 MPal after ,22)
x11J6cycles. (P,ilch lin not in p'IlDtD T1 pltl
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unreinforced PA:66 were improved COIl-

siderably by the reinforcement of 30%
by weight short-glass fiber, This rein-
forcement prevented both the initiation
and propagation of transverse cracks on
the contact surfaces that occurred in the
unreinforced material. Also, it decreased
both the wear rate and the friction coeffi-
cient substantially. A thin fi1m on the
contact surfaces was observed and
played a dominant role in the "self-lubri-
cating" behavior of the composite and in
suppressing the transverse cracks. These
results offer the prospect of enhanced
applicability of polyamide 66 in gears.
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